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The purpose of this paper is to enumerate various classes of cyclically colored
m-gonal plane cacti, called m-ary cacti. This combinatorial problem is motivated by
the topological classification of complex polynomials having at most m critical
values, studied by Zvonkin and others. We obtain explicit formulae for both
Ž .labelled and unlabelled m-ary cacti, according to i the number of polygons,
Ž . Ž .ii the vertex-color distribution, iii the vertex-degree distribution of each color.
We also enumerate m-ary cacti according to the order of their automorphism
group. Using a generalization of Otter's formula, we express the species of m-ary
cacti in terms of rooted and of pointed cacti. A variant of the m-dimensional
Lagrange inversion is then used to enumerate these structures. The method of
Liskovets for the enumeration of unrooted planar maps can also be adapted to
m-ary cacti. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A cactus is a connected simple graph in which each edge lies in exactly
Žone elementary cycle. It is equivalent to say that all blocks two-connected
.components of a cactus are edges or elementary cycles, i.e., polygons. An
Ž .m-gonal cactus m-cactus for short is a cactus all of whose polygons are
m-gons, for some fixed m G 2. By convention, a 2-cactus is simply a tree.
These graphs were previously called ``Husimi trees,'' and their definition
w x w xwas given by Harary and Uhlenbeck 12 following a paper by Husimi 13
on the cluster integrals in the theory of condensation in statistical mechan-
w x w xics. See also Riddell 18 and Uhlenbeck and Ford 22 . Their enumeration
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w xaccording to the number of polygons was carried out in 12 . See also
w x w xHarary and Palmer 11 and 13 .
A plane m-cactus is an embedding of an m-cactus into the plane so that
every edge is incident with the unbounded region. An m-ary cactus is a
plane m-cactus whose vertices are cyclically m-colored 1, 2, . . . , m counter-
clockwise within each m-gon. For technical reasons, we also consider a
single vertex colored in any one of the m colors to be an m-ary cactus. A
Ž .quaternary m s 4 cactus is shown in Fig. 1.
We define the degree of a vertex in a m-ary cactus to be the number of
m-gons adjacent to that vertex. Note that it is twice the number of edges
adjacent to the given vertex, for m G 3. Given an m-ary cactus k , let ni j
denote the number of vertices of color i and degree j of k and set
Ž .n s n , n , n , . . . . The ¤ertex-degree distribution of k is given by thei i0 i1 i2
Ž .m = ‘ matrix N s n , where 1 F i F m and j G 0. Note that n s Ý ni j i j i j
is the number of vertices of color i and n s Ý n is the total number ofi i
vertices of k . The ¤ertex-color distribution of k is defined to be the vector
Ž .n s n , n , . . . , n . Also, let p denote the number of polygons in k .1 2 m
For the quaternary cactus of Fig. 1, the distributions are
n s 0, 7, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . . s 172141, n s 0, 7, 3, 0, 0, 0, . . . s 1723,Ž . Ž .1 2
n s 0, 8, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . . s 182131, n s 0, 9, 2, 0, 0, 0, . . . s 1922 ,Ž . Ž .3 4
n s 9, n s 10, n s 10, n s 11, n s 40, and p s 13.1 2 3 4
FIG. 1. A quaternary cactus.
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Clearly, for any m-ary cactus with n vertices and p polygons we have
jn s p , for all i , 1Ž .Ý i j
j
since each polygon contains exactly one vertex of color i, and also
n s m y 1 p q 1, 2Ž . Ž .
as one sees easily by induction on p.
The goal of this paper is to enumerate various classes of m-ary cacti
according to the number n of vertices or p of polygons, to the vertex color
Ž .distribution n s n , n , . . . , n , and to the vertex-degree distribution1 2 m
Ž .N s n . The species we enumerate are the following:i j 1F iF m , jG 0
Ž .1 K, the class of all m-ary cacti.
Ž . v i Ž2 K , the class of m-ary cacti pointed at vertex of color i see
.Fig. 5 .
Ž . e Ž . Ž3 K , the class of rooted i.e., pointed at a polygon cacti see
.Fig. 6 .
Ž .4 A , the class of m-ary cacti, planted at a vertex ¤ of color i, i.e.,i
pointed at ¤ with a pair of half edges attached to ¤ contributing to its
Ž .degree see Fig. 4 .
Ž .5 K, the class of asymmetric m-ary cacti.
Ž .6 K and K , the classes of m-ary cacti whose automorphismss G s
group is of order s, and a multiple of s, respectively, where s G 2.
The motivation for the enumeration of m-ary cacti comes from the
topological classification of polynomials having m critical values. More
Ž . Ž .precisely, two complex polynomials p z and p z are said to be topologi-1 2
cally equi¤alent if there exists two orientation-preserving homeomorphisms
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of the plane, h and h , such that h p z s p h z . Also, a complex1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .number ¤ is called a critical ¤alue of the polynomial p z if the equation
Ž .p z s ¤ has at least one multiple root; all the roots of the equation are
Ž .then called critical points. Now if a polynomial p z has m critical values
 4¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ , we form a simple curvilinear m-gon joining these m1 2 m
 4critical values ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Then the preimage under p of this polygon1 m
yields an m-ary cactus whose vertex-degree distribution corresponds to the
multiplicities of the critical points. For example, Fig. 2 shows the cactus
Ž . 8corresponding to a degree 8 polynomial p z s c q c z q ??? qc z hav-0 1 8
ing three critical values ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , whose derivative is of the form1 2 3
13 2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .p9 z s z y b z y 1 z q z y i , where b g C is chosen so that2
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p b s p 1 s ¤ , and p y s ¤ , p i s ¤ .1 2 32
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FIG. 2. Cactus associated to a polynomial of degree 8, having three critical values.
This is a crucial step in the topological classification but the equivalence
classes of polynomials are in fact represented by the orbits of m-ary cacti
w x w xunder the action of the braid group. See 7 and 14 for more details. The
enumeration of these orbits is an open problem.
This work extends to general m G 2, previous results of Labelle and
w xLeroux 16 on bicolored plane trees. It also extends results of Goulden
w xand Jackson 9 on the enumeration of rooted m-ary cacti. They show that
rooted m-ary cacti with p polygons, having vertex-degree distribution
Ž .N s n are in one-to-one correspondence with decompositions of thei j
Ž .circular permutation 1, 2, . . . , p as the product g g ??? g of m permu-1 2 m
Ž ni1 ni2 .tations, where g has cyclic type 1 2 ??? .i
In Section 2, we state the main functional equations relating to the
various species of m-ary cacti. We show that all these species can be
expressed in terms of planted m-ary cacti which, themselves, satisfy func-
tional equations opening the way to Lagrange inversion. Of particular
Ž .importance is a dissymmetry theorem which relates ordinary m-ary cacti
to pointed and rooted m-ary cacti. This theorem is closely related to the
dissimilarity characteristic theorem for trees, due to Otter and extended to
w xcacti by Harary and Norman 10 . The treelike structure of a cactus can be
Žemphasized by using an equivalent representation, where a white s color
.0 vertex is placed within each polygon and joined to the vertices of the
polygon, after which the edges of the polygons can be erased. This gives a
Ž .bijection between m-ary cacti having p polygons and 1 q m -colored
trees having p vertices of color 0, all of degree m. The bijection is
Ž .illustrated in Fig. 3 for a ternary m s 3 cactus.
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FIG. 3. Tree-like structure of a ternary cactus.
In Section 3 we establish a particular form of multidimensional La-
grange inversion, which is well adapted to the present situation. It extends
the previously known two-dimensional case, in the spirit of Chottin's
w xformulae 5, 6 , and use the crucial observation due to Goulden and
w xJackson 9 that a certain Jacobian matrix reduces to a rank-1 matrix. We
then use these results in Section 4 to enumerate both labelled and
unlabelled m-ary cacti, including the special classes of planted, pointed,
Žand rooted m-ary cacti, according to the number of vertices or of
.polygons , to their vertex-color distribution and their vertex-degree distri-
bution. We also enumerate m-ary cacti according to the order of their
automorphism group, including the asymmetric ones.
An alternate method can be used for the enumeration of unlabelled
w xm-ary cacti. It is based on a paper of Liskovets 17 on the enumeration of
nonrooted planar maps which uses the concept of quotient of a labelled
w xplanar map under an automorphism. See Bousquet 2 .
In the last section, we present some related enumerative results, con-
cerning labelled free m-ary cacti and unlabelled plane m-gonal cacti
having p polygons. We also state a closely related result due to Bousquet-
w xMelou and Schaeffer 4 on rooted m-ary constellations, having p poly-Â
gons.
Three tables are given in the paper, containing numerical results which
illustrate some of the formulas.
We have used the species formulation as a helpful unifying framework
w xin this paper. A basic reference for the theory of species is found in 1 .
However, the paper remains accessible to anyone with a knowledge of
Ž w x.Polya theory applied to graphical enumeration see 11 .Â
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2. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FOR m-ARY CACTI
2.1. Vertex-Color Distribution
We consider the class K of m-ary cacti as an m-sort species. This means
that an m-ary cactus is seen as a structure constructed on an m-tuple of
Ž . Ž .sets U , U , . . . , U , the elements of U being the labels for vertices of1 2 m i
color i. Moreover, the relabelling bijections, and in particular, the auto-
morphisms of m-ary cacti are required to preserve the sorts of elements,
i.e., the colors. Although we are interested in the enumeration of unla-
belled cacti, it is easier to establish the functional equations by giving
bijections between labelled structures. If we ensure that these bijections
are natural, that is, that they commute with any relabelling, thus defining
isomorphisms of species, then the consequences for both the labelled
Ž .exponential generating function
x n1 ??? x nm1 m
< <w xK x , x , . . . , x s K n , n , . . . , n 3Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 m 1 2 m n ! ??? n !1 mn , n , . . . , n1 2 m
Ž .and the unlabelled ordinary generating function
Ä Ä n1 nmK x , x , . . . , x s K n , n , . . . , n x ??? x 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 m 1 2 m 1 m
n , n , . . . , n1 2 m
w xare automatic. Here K n , n , . . . , n denotes the set of m-ary cacti over1 2 m
w x w x w x w x  4the multiset n q n q ??? q n , with n s 1, 2, . . . , n , and1 2 m
ÄŽ .K n , n , . . . , n denotes the number of unlabelled m-ary cacti having n1 2 m i
vertices of color i, for i s 1, . . . , m.
Note that the plane embedding of an m-ary cactus k is completely
characterized by the specification, for each vertex ¤ of k , of a circular
permutation on the polygons adjacent to ¤ . We now present functional
equations related to the m-sort species A , of m-ary cacti, planted at ai
vertex of color i, K v i, of m-ary cacti, pointed at a vertex of color i, K e, of
rooted m-ary cacti.
The following notations are used: X denotes the species of singletons ofi
Ž . Ž .sort or color i, C denotes the species of nonempty circular permuta-
ÃŽ .tions, L denotes the species of lists linear orders and A [ Ł Ai j/ i j
denotes the product of all A except A .j i
PROPOSITION 1. We ha¤e the following isomorphisms of species, for
i s 1, . . . , m:
ÃA s X L A , 5Ž .Ž .i i i
v i ÃK s X 1 q C A , 6Ž .Ž .ž /i i
Ke s A A ??? A . 7Ž .1 2 m
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Proof. The plane embedding of a planted m-ary cactus determines a
linear order on the neighboring polygons of the pointed vertex. If this
vertex, say of color 1, is removed, each of these adjacent polygons can be
simply decomposed into the product of m y 1 planted m-ary cacti with
roots of color 2, 3, . . . , m. Since this data completely specifies the planted
Ž .cactus, we have Eq. 5 . See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the equation
Ž .A s X L A A in the ternary case.1 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .Equation 6 is similar to 5 except that for pointed cacti the polygons
adjacent to the pointed vertex can freely rotate around it. Figure 5
v3 Ž Ž .. Ž .illustrates the equation K s X 1 q C A A . Equation 7 is immedi-3 1 2
ate; see Fig. 6.
FIG. 4. A planted ternary cactus.
FIG. 5. A ternary cactus pointed at vertex ¤ .
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FIG. 6. A rooted ternary cactus.
Ž . Ž .Remark that Eqs. 5 and 7 are essentially due to Goulden and Jackson
w x9 .
Recall that in a connected graph g, a vertex x belongs to the center of g
if the maximal distance from x to any other vertex is minimal. In
particular, if g is a cactus, then it is easy to see that the center of g is
either a single vertex or a polygon. Now let k be an m-ary cactus. In this
case we define the center in a slightly different way: if the previous
definition yields a vertex as the center of k , then we leave this definition
unchanged. If the previous definition yields a polygon p as the center of k ,
then we take the color-1 vertex of p to be the center of k . So now the
center of an m-ary cactus is always a vertex.
THEOREM 2 Dissymmetry theorem for m-ary cacti. There is an isomor-
phism of species
K v1 q K v2 q ??? qK v m s K q m y 1 Ke . 8Ž . Ž .
Proof. For clarity, we prove the theorem for m s 3. That is, we
establish an isomorphism K v1 q K v2 q K v3 s K q 2 Ke, the proof for
general m being analogous.
The left-hand side corresponds to cacti which have been pointed at a
vertex, of color 1, 2, or 3. The first term on the right-hand side corresponds
to cacti which have been pointed in a canonical way, at their center. So
what remains to construct is a natural bijection from triangular cacti
pointed not in their center onto two cases of A A A structures.1 2 3
Suppose that a ternary cactus k has been pointed at a vertex x of color
Ž .1 which is different from the center c of k see Fig. 7 . Let the shortest
 4path from x to c start with the edge e s x, y , and let t be the unique
triangle containing e. Then we cut the three edges of t and thus separate
BONA ET AL.30
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the cactus into three smaller cacti which are planted in a vertex of color 1,
2, and 3, respectively. We thus obtain an A A A structure. It is easy to1 2 3
see that we could have obtained this structure in another way. Indeed, if
the vertices of t are x, y, and z, then pointing the cactus at z would have
given the same decomposition. So this operation does define a map into
2 A A A .1 2 3
To see that the algorithm is reversible, take any 3-tuple of cacti which
are planted in vertices x, y, and z of color 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Join x,
y, and z by a triangle to get a cactus, and look for its center c. If c comes
from the component of x, then we can point either y or z in the cactus, if
c comes from the component of y, then we can point either x or z and
finally, if c comes from the component of z, then we can point either x or
y. It is then a simple matter to number each of these cases in order to
make the correspondence bijective, completing the proof.
COROLLARY 3. The species K of m-ary cacti can be written as
m
v eiK s K y m y 1 KŽ .Ý
is1
m m
Ãs X 1 q C A y m y 1 A . 9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Łž /i i i
is1is1
The consequences for the labelled and unlabelled generating functions
then follow from general principles. For i s 1, . . . , m, we have, with
Ž .x s x , x , . . . , x ,1 2 m
1
A x s x , 10Ž . Ž .i i Ã1 y A xŽ .i
1ÄA x s x , 11Ž . Ž .i i ÄÃ1 y A xŽ .i
Ä ÃÄ Ã ÄŽ . Ž .from which it follows that A x s A x since A s A . This expresses thei i i i
fact that planted cacti are asymmetric structures. Moreover,
1
v iK x s x 1 q log , 12Ž . Ž .i ž /Ã1 y A xŽ .i
f d 1Ž .
v iÄK x s x 1 q log , 13Ž . Ž .Ýi dž /Ãd 1 y A xŽ .dG1 i
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d Ž d d d .where x [ x , x , . . . , x and f is the Euler function. We also have1 2 m
e ÄeK x s K x s A x ??? A x 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m
and finally,
m
v eiÄ ÄK x s K x y m y 1 K x . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
is1
2.2. Vertex-Degree Distribution
In order to enumerate m-ary cacti according to their degree distribu-
Ž . ni jtions, we introduce weights in the form of monomials w k s Ł ri, j i j
with i s 1, . . . , m, and j G 0, for a cactus k having vertex-degree distribu-
Ž . Žtion N s n . In other words, the variable r acts as a counter for ori j i j
.marks vertices of color i and degree j. We also use the notation r toi
Ž . e v idenote the sequence r , r , . . . . We denote by K , K , and K thei0 i1 w w w
corresponding species of m-ary cacti, weighted in this manner. We denote
Ž .by A the species of planted at a vertex of color i m-ary cacti similarlyi, r
Ž . Ž .weighted by degree. The functional equations 5 ] 9 can then be extended
as follows:
Ã2 Ã3A s X r q r A q r A q ??? 16Ž .ž /i , r i i , 1 i , 2 i , r i , 3 i , r
Ãwhere A s Ł A ,i, r j/ i i, r
v i Ã ÃK s X r q r C A q r C A q ??? , 17Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /w i i , 0 i , 1 1 i , r i , 2 2 i , r
where C denotes the species of circular permutations of length k,k
m
eK s A 18Ž .Łw i , r
is1
and
m
v eiK s K y m y 1 K . 19Ž . Ž .Ýw w w
is1
The important point here is that the weights behave multiplicatively,
with respect to the operations of product and partitional composition. The
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consequences for the labelled and unlabelled generating functions are
Ã Ã2A x s x r q r A x q r A x q ??? , 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i , r i i , 1 i , 2 i , r i , 3 i , r
ÄA x s A x , 21Ž . Ž . Ž .i , r i , r
ri , h
v hi ÃK x s x r q A x , 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýw i i , 0 i , rž /hhG1
ri , h
v hrd diÄ Ã dK x s x r q f d A x , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýw i i , 0 i , rž /hhG1 <d h
d  d 4where r denotes the set of variables r , for i s 1, . . . , m, j G 0. Wei, j
also have
m
e eÄK x s K x s A x 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Łw w i , r
is1
and finally,
m
v eiÄ ÄK x s K x y m y 1 K x . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýw w w
is1
2.3. One-Sort m-Ary Cacti
If neither the vertex-color nor the vertex-degree distribution are desired,
but only the number of vertices or, equivalently, of polygons, then the
enumeration is easier to carry out since one-dimensional Lagrange inver-
sion will suffice. Indeed, we can consider the various species of m-ary cacti
introduced earlier as one-sort species, as Fig. 1 suggests. This means that
Ž .the underlying set of vertex labels is independent of the colors and that
the relabellings can be arbitrary, although isomorphisms are still required
to preserve colors. We use the same letters K, K v i, K e, A to denotei
Ž . Ž .these one-sort species. Equations 6 ] 8 are still valid in this context, with
the following simplifications: first, all singleton species X should bei
replaced by X ; second, the addition of 1 modulo m to the colors induces
isomorphisms of species A ( A ( ??? ( A , and we write A for this1 2 m
common species, and also K v1 ( K v2 ( ??? ( K v m.
Ž .Equation 5 then simplifies to
X
my 1A s XL A s , 26Ž . Ž .my 11 y A
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m Ž .which implies A s X q A . Moreover, Eq. 7 reduces to
Ke s A m s A y X , 27Ž .
Ž .while 6 reduces to
K v i s X 1 q C A my 1 . 28Ž . Ž .Ž .
Finally, the dissymmetry theorem for m-ary cacti takes the form
K s K v y m y 1 KeŽ .
s mX 1 q C A my 1 y m y 1 A y X , 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
v Ž .where K denotes the one-sort species of pointed at any color m-ary
cacti.
3. MULTIDIMENSIONAL LAGRANGE
INVERSION TECHNIQUES
In this section we establish a special form of multidimensional Lagrange
inversion, which can be directly applied to m-ary cacti. First recall the
Ž w xstandard form, due to Good see Theorem 1.2.9, 1 of 8 or the equivalent
Ž . w x.formula 28b of 1 .
THEOREM 4 Good's Lagrange Inversion Formula. Let A , A , . . . , A1 2 m
be formal power series in the ¤ariables x , x , . . . , x such that the relations1 2 m
Ž .A s x R A , A , . . . , A are satisfied for all i s 1, . . . , m. Then for anyi i i 1 2 m
Ž .formal power series F t , t , . . . , t we ha¤e1 2 m
n n1 mx ??? x F A x , . . . , A xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 m 1 m
n n n n1 m 1 m< <s t ??? t F t K t R t ??? R t , 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .where t s t , t , . . . , t and K t is the m = m matrix whose i, j th entry is1 2 m
t › R tŽ .j i
K t s d y ? . 31Ž . Ž .i j i j R t › tŽ .i j
There is a particularly simple two-dimensional case of this formula, the
w xalternating case, which we call the Chottin formula. In the papers 5, 6 ,
Chottin worked extensively on the two-dimensional Lagrange inversion
and its combinatorial proof.
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5 Chottin Formula. Let A x, y and B x, y be two formal
Ž . Ž . Ž .power series satisfying the relations A s xF B and B s yC A , where F t
Ž .and C s are gi¤en formal power series. Then, for any non-negati¤e integers a
and b we ha¤e
n y a m y bŽ . Ž .
n m a b nya myb n mw x w xx y A B s 1 y s t F t C s ,Ž . Ž .ž /nm
n G 1, m G 1. 32Ž .
We extend this result into m dimensions.
THEOREM 6 Generalized Chottin Formula. Let A , A , . . . , A be for-1 2 m
mal power series in the ¤ariables x , x , . . . , x such that for i s 1, . . . , m, the1 2 m
ÃŽ .relations A s x F A are satisfied, where the F are gi¤en formal poweri i i i i
Ãseries of one ¤ariable, and A s Ł A . Also let n , . . . , n be integers G 1i j/ i j 1 m
and let a , . . . , a be non-negati¤e integers. Set n s Ým n and a s1 m is1 i
Ým a . Suppose that the following coherence conditions are satisfiedis1 i
n y a
n G a , s b is an integer ,i i m y 1
and set b s b y n q a . Theni i i
n n a a b b n n1 m 1 m 1 m 1 mx ??? x A ??? A s D ? s ??? s F s ??? F s , 33Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 1 m 1 m 1 1 m m
where
m mb b bi j i
D s 1 q y 1 q . 34Ž .Ł Ý Łž / ž /n n nis1 i/ji j ijs1
$ $
Ž . Ž .Proof. We use Theorem 4 with R t , . . . , t s F t , where t si 1 m i i i
Ł t . We take advantage of some useful observations made by Gouldenj/ i j
w x < Ž . <and Jackson in 9 to compute the determinant K t . Indeed, for i s
1, 2, . . . , m, we have
› Ri
t s 0,j › ti
Ž .as R t does not depend on t , and for j / i,i i
› R $ $i Xt s t F tŽ .j i i i› t j
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$ $ $ $
XŽ . Ž . Ž .which is independent of j. We set C t s t F t and write C s C t ,i i i i i i i i$
Ž .F s F t .i i i
Ž .The definition of K t then yields, after routine transformations,
mŁ F q C CŽ .is1 i i i
K t s ? d y .Ž . i jmŁ F C q Fis1 i i i
Ž .Let M s yCr C q F and note that the rank of M is 1 since all itsi j i i i
w xcolumns are equal. So, by the Sherman]Morrison formula 20 we have
< < Ž .I q M s 1 q trace M . Therefore, the previous equation yields
m mŁ F q C CŽ .is1 i i i
K t s ? 1 y . 35Ž . Ž .Ým ž /Ł F C q Fis1 i i iis1
Ž .It follows from the Lagrange inversion formula 30 that
n n a a1 m 1 mx ??? x A ??? A1 m 1 m
m
n n a a n1 m 1 m is t ??? t t ??? t ? K t FŽ . Ł1 m 1 m i
is1
m m Cin ya n ya n y11 1 m m is t ??? t F F q C 1 y .Ž .Ł Ý1 m i i iž / ž /C q Fis1 i iis1
36Ž .
Now let us define the coefficients c byi, b i
$
n bi iÃF t s c t , 37Ž .ÝŽ .i i i , b ii
b G0i
which implies, by the definition of C thati
b$ $ in y1 bi iÃF t C t s c t . 38Ž .ÝŽ . Ž .i i i i i , b iinib G0i
m m n1ya 1 nmya m Ãb1Recall that n s Ý n and a s Ý a . Then t ??? t s t ???is1 i is1 i 1 m 1
Ãbm mt if and only if b y b s n y a for all i, where b s Ý b . Summingm i i i is1 i
Ž .these equations for i s 1, . . . , m yields m y 1 b s n y a and also b si
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Ž .b y n q a . We then conclude that 36 equalsi i
m m Cib b n y11 m iÃ Ãt ??? t F F q C ? 1 yŽ .Ł Ý1 m i i iž / ž /C q Fis1 i iis1
b b n n1 m 1 ms D ? s ??? s F s ??? F s ,Ž . Ž .1 m 1 1 m m
Ž .where D is given by 34 , completing the proof.
The following special cases are particularly useful.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 a sa s???sa s1, with the condition that ny1 r my11 2 m
s p is a positive integer. Then we find that b s p y 1, b s p y n andi i
D s pmy 1rŁm n , and we haveis1 i
n n1 mx ??? x A ??? A1 m 1 m
pmy 1
pyn pyn n n1 m 1 ms ? s ??? s F s ??? F s . 39Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 1 1 m mmŁ nis1 i
Ž .2 a s 0, a s ??? s a s k G 1, with the condition that1 2 m
Ž . Ž .Ý a r m y 1 s q is an integer. Then we find that b s q y k, b si i 1
q y a y k, b s q y a , for i s 2, . . . , m, and that D s q my 2 krŁ a ,1 i i i/1 i
Ãand we have, writing A s A A ??? A ,1 2 3 m
a a k1 m Ãx ??? x A xŽ .1 m 1
my 2q k
qya yk qya qya a a1 2 m 1 ms ? s s ??? s F s ??? F s . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 m 1 1 m mŁ ai/1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Under the condition that Ý a r m y 1 s q is an integer, iti i
Ž . Ž .follows from 40 that for any formal power series F s we have
my 2q
a a qya y1 qya qya1 m 1 2 mÃx ??? x F A s ? s s ??? sŽ .1 m 1 1 2 mŁ ai/1 i
= F9 s F a1 s ??? F am s . 41Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 m m
4. ENUMERATION OF m-ARY CACTI
4.1. Coherence Conditions
As observed in the introduction, there are some coherence conditions
on the statistics of an m-ary cactus. We now state necessary and sufficient
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conditions for the existence of an m-ary cactus. The first one concerns the
relationship between the number of vertices and the number of polygons.
It is easily proved by induction on p.
LEMMA 7. There exists an m-ary cactus ha¤ing n ¤ertices and p polygons if
and only if
n s p m y 1 q 1.Ž .
“ Ž .LEMMA 8. Let n s n , n , . . . , n be a ¤ector of non-negati¤e integers1 2 m
and set n s Ý n . There exists an m-ary cactus ha¤ing n ¤ertices, p polygons,i i
“and ¤ertex-color distribution n if and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 p s n y 1 r m y 1 is an integer,
Ž .2 p G 1 « n F p for i s 1, . . . , m.i
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Sufficiency is proved by
induction on p. If p s 0, then n s 1, and we have a 1-vertex cactus. If
“p G 1, then all components of n are strictly positive since otherwise,
supposing, for example, that n s 0, we find1
m
n s n F m y 1 p s n y 1,Ž .Ý i
is2
a contradiction. Hence we have n G 1, for all i. If p s 1, then n s 1 fori i
all i, and we have a cactus with a single polygon. If p ) 1, we must have
Ž .n - p for some i, since otherwise n s mp and n s p m y 1 q 1 leads toi
“a contradiction. Assume, say, n - p and define a new vector n9 bym
X X “n s n and n s n y 1 for i s 1, . . . , m y 1. This vector n9 satisfies them m i i
Ž . Ž .conditions 1 and 2 with n9 y 1 r m y 1 s p y 1 and we can apply the
“induction hypothesis to construct a cactus with vertex distribution n9. It
suffices then to add a new polygon to this cactus, attached to any existing
vertex of color m to obtain a cactus with vertex-color distribution equal
“to n.
Ž . Ž .Observe that when conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied, p G 1 « n G 1i
for all i.
Ž .LEMMA 9. Let N s n be an m = ‘ matrix of non-negati¤ei j 1F iF m , jG 0
integers, and set n s Ý n . There exists an m-ary cactus ha¤ing n ¤erticesi j i j
and p polygons and whose ¤ertex-degree distribution is gi¤en by the matrix N if
and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 p s n y 1 r m y 1 is an integer,
Ž .2 Ý jn s p for all i,j i j
Ž .3 p G 1 « n s 0 for all i.i0
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Proof. These conditions are clearly necessary. Sufficiency is again
proved by induction on p. If p s 0, then n s 1 and we have a one vertex
cactus. If p G 1, then we can prove that for all i, except possibly one,
Ž . Ž .n G 1. Indeed conditions 2 and 3 imply that n s Ý n F p. Then, ifi1 i j i j
n s 0 for some i, we have n F pr2. If this occurs for two or more valuesi1 i
Ž .of i, then n s Ý n F m y 1 p s n y 1, a contradiction. If p s 1, theni i
n s 1 for all i and we have a one polygon cactus. If p ) 1, then eitheri1
one n s 0, say n s 0, or all n are G 1. In the first case there musti1 m1 i1
be some j G 2 with n G 1; in the second case, there must exist some i,m j
say i s m, and some j G 2, with n G 1 since otherwise n s n s p form j i i1
Ž .all i and n s Ýn s mp s m y 1 p q p, a contradiction. In either casei
we set nX s n y 1 for i / m, nX s n y 1, nX s n q 1, andi1 i1 m j m j m , jy1 m , jy1
X Ž X .n s n for other i, j. Then the matrix N9 s n satisfies the conditionsi j i j i j
of the lemma with p9 s p y 1 and we can apply the induction hypothesis
to construct a cactus with vertex-degree distribution N9. It remains then to
add a new polygon to this cactus, attached to any existing vertex of color m
and degree j y 1 to obtain a cactus with vertex-degree distribution N.
4.2. Rooted or Labelled m-Ary Cacti
As observed earlier, the species Ke of rooted m-ary cacti is asymmetric.
It follows that labelled m-ary cacti and rooted m-ary cacti are closely
related. For example, in the one-sort case, we have
e Äep K s K s n! K , 42Ž .n n n
where K and K e denote the number of m-ary cacti and rooted m-aryn n
Äecacti, respectively, having n labelled vertices, and K denotes the numbern
of unlabelled m-ary cacti with n vertices, and where p is the number of
polygons.
Ž .THEOREM 10. Let p be a positi¤e integer and set n s p m y 1 q 1. Then
Äe Ž .the numbers K , of rooted unlabelled m-ary cacti, and K , of labelledn n
Ž .m-ary cacti, ha¤ing n ¤ertices and p polygons , are gi¤en by
1 mpeÄK s 43Ž .n ž /pn
and
n y 1 !Ž . mp
K s . 44Ž .n ž /pp
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Ž . Ž . eProof. It follows from 26 and 27 that the one-sort species A and K
Ž . Žof planted and rooted m-ary cacti, respectively, satisfy A x s xr 1 y
my 1 Äe eŽ .. Ž . Ž . Ž .A x and K x s K x s A x y x. The result follows easily from
Lagrange inversion since
Äe nw xK s x A x y xŽ .Ž .n
1 ynny1 my1w xs t 1 y tŽ .
n
1 ŽŽ . .y my1 pq1Žmy1. p my1w xs t 1 y tŽ .
n
1 mps .ž /pn
Ž .The second result then follows from 42 .
Ž . Ž .Remark 11. Formula 43 also represents the number of unlabelled
m-ary ordered rooted trees having p internal vertices and n leaves. A
direct bijection can be given between rooted m-ary cacti and m-ary
ordered rooted trees, which also explains the functional equation A s
m w x w xX q A . See 2 and 3 .
“ Ž .Suppose now that a vector n s n , n , . . . , n satisfies the conditions1 2 m
“of Lemma 8. Let K denote the number of m-ary cacti over the multiset ofn
Žw x w x w x.vertices n , n , . . . , n , that is, of labelled cacti with vertex-color1 2 m
“ e
“distribution n. Similarly let K denote the number of labelled rootedn
“m-ary cacti with vertex distribution n. Then we have
m
e eÄ“ “ “p ? K s K s n ! K , 45Ž .Łn n i nž /is1
Äe“where K is the number of unlabelled rooted cacti with vertex-colorn
“distribution n.
“ Ž .THEOREM 12. Let n s n , n , . . . , n be a ¤ector of nonnegati¤e inte-1 2 m
gers satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 8, with p G 1. Then the
“number of unlabelled rooted m-ary cacti ha¤ing ¤ertex distribution n is gi¤en by
m1 peÄ“K s . 46Ž .Łn nž /ip is1
Äe eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Recall that K x s K x s A x A x ??? A x and that the1 2 m
Ž . Ž .A x satisfy functional equation 10 . Hence we can use the special case 1i
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Ž . Ž .of the generalized Chottin formula, that is, formula 39 , with F s si
Ž . Ž .L s s 1r 1 y s for all i. Hence we find that
e n n1 mÄ“K s x ??? x A x ??? A xŽ . Ž .n 1 m 1 m
my 1 mp yn ipynis s 1 y sŽ .Ł i imŁ n is1is1 i
my 1 mp p y 1
s ,Łm ž /n y 1Ł n iis1is1 i
Ž .which implies 46 .
Ž . Ž .Putting together equations 45 ] 46 yields the following.
COROLLARY 13. If the conditions of Lemma 8 are satisfied, the number
“ Ž .of labelled m-ary cacti with ¤ertex-color distribution n s n , n , . . . , n is1 2 m
gi¤en by
m
² :n y1my2 i“K s p p y n q 1 , 47Ž . Ž .Łn i
is1
²k: Ž . Ž .where x denotes the rising factorial x x q 1 ??? x q k y 1 .
Remark 14. This extends to general m G 2 the formula n²n2y1 :n²n1y1 :1 2
for the number of labelled plane bicolored trees with vertex-color distribu-
Ž . Ž Ž . w x.tion n , n see formula 2.7 of 16 .1 2
To find the number K of labelled m-ary cacti having vertex-degreeN
Ž .distribution N s n , where i s 1, . . . , m and j G 0, a similar approachi j
can be followed. As for the vertex-color distribution, we have
p ? K s n ! ??? n ! Ke , 48Ž .N 1 m N
Äe Ž .where n s Ý n and K denotes the number of unlabelled rootedi j i j N
m-ary cacti having vertex-degree distribution N. Recall that n si
Ž .n , n , n , . . . is the degree distribution for vertices of color i. Thei0 i1 i2
w xfollowing result, due to Goulden and Jackson 9 , expresses the number
e niÄ Ž .K in terms of the multinomial coefficients .nN i
w x Ž .THEOREM 15 9 . Let N s n be an m = ‘ matrix of non-i j 1F iF m , jG 0
negati¤e integers satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 9, with n s
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Ž . Ž .Ý n and p s n y 1 r m y 1 G 1. Then the number of rooted m-aryi j i j
cacti ha¤ing n ¤ertices of color i and degree j, is gi¤en byi j
my 1 mp nieÄK s . 49Ž .ŁN m nž /Ł n iis1is1 i
e Äe mŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. Recall that K x s K x s Ł A x and also recall Eqs.w w is1 i, r
Ž . Ž .20 . Again, we use the generalized Chottin formula 39 , with
F s s C s [ r q r s q r s2 q ??? . 50Ž . Ž . Ž .i r i1 i2 i3i
Then we have
my 1 mp
e n n e n pyn ni j i i j i iÄK s r x K x s r s F s ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Ł Ł ŁN i j i w i j i i iŁ ni , j i i , j i is1i i
51Ž .
Ž .which implies 49 .
COROLLARY 16. The number K of labelled m-ary cacti ha¤ing ¤ertex-de-N
gree distribution N, assuming that the conditions of Lemma 9 are satisfied,
with p G 1, is gi¤en by
m nimy2K s p n y 1 ! . 52Ž . Ž .ŁN i nž /iis1
Remark 17. It is well known that the number of ways to label an
w xunlabelled structure k over an underlying multiset n , n , . . . , n is1 2 m
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .n !n ! ??? n !rAut k , where Aut k denotes the color-preserving auto-1 2 m
morphism group of k . It follows that
n !n ! ??? n !1 2 m
K s , 53Ž .ÝN Aut kŽ .k
where the sum is taken over all unlabelled m-ary cacti k with vertex-de-
gree distribution N. It also follows that
1 1
eÄs K . 54Ž .Ý N< <Aut k pŽ .k
w xThis formula can be used, as in 7 , to check that all unlabelled cacti with a
given degree distribution have been found.
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Ž .4.3. Pointed m-ary Cacti Unlabelled
v vŽ .Recall that K s K X denotes the one-sort species of m-ary cacti
which are pointed at a vertex of any color. We have
Äv Äv1 Äv m Äv1K x s K x q ??? qK x s m K x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .THEOREM 18. Let p be a positi¤e integer and set n s p m y 1 q 1. Then
Äv Ž .the number K of pointed m-ary cacti ha¤ing n ¤ertices and p polygons , isn
gi¤en by
1 pmrd
vÄK s f d , 55Ž . Ž .Ýn ž /prdp <d p
where f is the Euler function.
Äv Äv1 v1 my 1Ž Ž ..Proof. We have K s m K and K s X 1 q C A . By La-n n
grange inversion, we find for p G 1, n G m,
Äv1 n Äv1w xK s x K x y xŽ .Ž .n n
f d 1Ž .
nw xs x x logÝ my 1 dd 1 y A xŽ .dG1
f d 1Ž .
Žny1.r dw xs x logÝ my 1d 1 y A xŽ .<d ny1
f dŽ . Ž .y nqdy1 rdŽnydy1.r d my2 my1w xs m y 1 t t 1 y tŽ . Ž .Ý n y 1<d ny1
f dŽ . Ž .y nqdy1 rdŽ pyd.r dw xs t 1 y tŽ .Ý p<d p
f dŽ . pmrd y 1
s Ý ž /prd y 1p<d p
1 pmrd
s f d ,Ž .Ý ž /prdmp <d p
which completes the proof.
Äv i Äv i Ž .“We now wish to compute the numbers K and K of unlabelledn N
“m-ary cacti pointed at a vertex of color i, with vertex-color distribution n
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and vertex-degree distribution N, respectively. For symmetry reasons, it is
sufficient to consider the case i s 1 since we have
Äv i Äv1 Äv i Äv1“K s K and K s K , 56Ž .“iy1 iy1n Ns n s N
“where s denotes a cyclic shift of the components of n or of the rows of N,
i.e.,
“s n s n and s N s n , 57Ž . Ž . Ž .i ji iq1 iq1, j
the sum i q 1 being taken modulo m. We introduce the following nota-
tions:
“e s d , i s 1, . . . , m , e s d , E s d ? d .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k i h jh r , s i r jsjG0 1FiFm , jG0
58Ž .
“ Ž .THEOREM 19. Let n s n , n , . . . , n be a ¤ector of non-negati¤e inte-1 2 m
gers satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 8, with n s Ý n andi i
Ž . Ž .p s n y 1 r m y 1 G 1. Then the number of m-ary cacti pointed at a
“¤ertex of color 1 and ha¤ing ¤ertex-color distribution n is gi¤en by
p y n q 1 prd prd1
v1Ä“K s f d , 59Ž . Ž .Ý Łn 2 ž /n rdž /n y 1 rdŽ .p i1 i/1d
where the sum is taken o¤er all d such that d di¤ides p and all components of
“ “n y e .1
Ž .Proof. Recall equation 13 , with i s 1. In what follows we use the
Ž . Ž .special case 3 of the generalized Chottin formula, i.e. 41 , with F s s
w Ž .x Ž .log 1r 1 y s and a s n y 1 rd, a s n rd, . . . , a s n rd, so that1 1 2 2 m m
q s prd. We find
v n n v1 i1 mÄ Ä“K s x ??? x K x y xŽ .Ž .n 1 m 1
f d 1Ž .“nw xs x x logÝ1 dÃd 1 y A xŽ .dG1 1
f d 1Ž .“ “nye1w xs x logÝ dÃd 1 y A xŽ .dG1 1
f d 1Ž . “ “Žnye .r d1w xs x logÝ Ãd 1 y A xŽ .“ “ 1<d nye1
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Ž .n qdy1 rdmy2 1p 1
Ž pyn ydq1.r d1s f d ? sŽ .Ý 1m ž /Ł n 1 y s“ “ is2 i 1<Ž .d p , nye1
n rdim 1
Žqyn .r di= sŁ i ž /1 y sis2 i
my 2 mp p y d rd p y d rdŽ . Ž .
s f d ,Ž .Ý Łm ž / ž /n y 1 rd n y d rdŽ . Ž .Ł n is2“ “ 1 iis2 i<Ž .d p , nye1
Ž .which is equivalent to 59 .
Ž .THEOREM 20. Let N s n be an m = ‘ matrix of non-negati¤e integersi j
satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 9, with n s Ý n and p si j i j
Ž .Ž .n y 1 m y 1 G 1. Then the number of m-ary cacti pointed at a ¤ertex of
color 1 and ha¤ing n ¤ertices of color i and degree j, is gi¤en by
pmy 2 n y 1 rdŽ . n rd1 iv1ÄK s f d , 60Ž . Ž .Ý ŁN ž /ž / nrdn y e rdŁ n Ž . i/11 hi/1 i h , d
Ž .where the sum is taken o¤er all ordered pairs h, d such that n / 0 and d1h
di¤ides h, p and all components of n y e and of n with i G 2.1 h i
Ž .Proof. Recall that n s Ý n and n s n . We will use the spe-i j i j i i j jG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .dcial case 2 of the generalized Chottin formula, i.e. 40 , with F s s C si r i
Ž Ž .. Ž .see 50 , k s hrd, a s n y 1 rd, a s n rd, . . . , a s n rd, for1 1 2 2 m m
Ž . Ž .dwhich q s prd, and A x s A x . Since p G 1, we have, using formulai i, r
Ž .23 with i s 1,
v n n v1 1i j iÄ ÄK s r x K x y r xŽ .Ž .Ł ŁN i j i w 1, 0 1
ij i
x r“ 1 1, hN n h r d dÃw x w x ds r x f d A xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý 1, rhh <d h
1
NyE Žn y1.r d n r d n r d h r d1 , h 1 2 m Ãw x ds r f d x x ??? x A xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý 1 2 m 1, rh “ “h < Ž .d h , nye1
my 2p
NyE Ž pyn yhq1.r d Žn y1.r d1 , h 1 1w xs f d r s C sŽ . Ž .Ý 1 1Ł ni/1 i h , d
n r djŽ pyn .r di= s C sŽ .dŁ i ir ii/1
my 2p
Žn ye .r d Ž pyn yhq1.r d Žn y1.r d1 h 1 1ds f d r s C sŽ . Ž .Ý 1 1 r 11Ł ni/1 i h , d
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n r d Ž pyn .r d n r di i i= r s C sŽ .Ł i i r ii
i/1
my 2 mp n y 1 rd n rdŽ .1 is f d , 61Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /n rdž /n y e rdŁ n Ž . iis21 hi/1 i d , h
Ž .where the summation is taken over all ordered pairs h, d such that
n / 0 and d divides h, p, n y e , and all n with i G 2.1, h 1 h i
Ž .4.4. m-Ary Cacti Unlabelled
In order to enumerate unlabelled and unrooted m-ary cacti, two meth-
Žods can be used. The first one uses the dissymmetry theorem for cacti see
.Theorem 2 which expresses the species of m-ary cacti in terms of pointed
and of rooted cacti; see below. The second is Liskovets' method for the
w xenumeration of unlabelled planar maps 17 . It uses the Cauchy]Frobenius
Ž .theorem alias Burnside's Lemma and the concept of quotient of a planar
w x w xmap under an automorphism; see 2 and 3 for the application of
Liskovets' method to the enumeration of m-ary cacti.
Ž .THEOREM 21. Let p be a positi¤e integer and set n s p m y 1 q 1. Then
Ä Ž . Ž .the number K of unlabelled m-ary cacti ha¤ing n ¤ertices and p polygons ,n
is gi¤en by
1 1 mp mdÄK s q f prd , 62Ž . Ž .Ýn ž /ž /p dp n 0<d p
d-p
where f is the Euler function.
Ž .Proof. Using the dissymmetry formula 29 for one-sort m-ary cacti, we
find
& &
v eÄK s K y m y 1 K 63Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž .and the result follows from 43 and 55 .
ÄSee Table I for some numerical values of K .n
“ Ž .THEOREM 22. Let n s n , n , . . . , n be a ¤ector of nonnegati¤e inte-1 2 m
gers satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 8, with n s Ý n andi i
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TABLE I
Number of Unlabelled m-ary and m-gonal Cacti Having p Polygons and n Vertices
m s 2 m s 3
Ä Ä Ä Äp n K K H n K K Hn n n n n n
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1
2 3 2 0 1 5 3 0 1
3 4 3 1 2 7 6 3 2
4 5 6 2 3 9 19 10 7
5 6 10 8 6 11 57 54 19
6 7 28 18 14 13 258 222 86
7 8 63 61 34 15 1110 1107 372
8 9 190 170 95 17 5475 5346 1825
9 10 546 538 280 19 27,429 27,399 9143
10 11 1708 1654 854 21 143,379 142,770 47,801
11 12 5346 5344 2694 23 764,970 764,967 254,990
12 13 17,428 17,252 8714 25 4,173,906 4,170,672 1,391,302
m s 4 m s 5
Ä Ä Ä Äp n K K H n K K Hn n n n n n
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 4 1 1 1 5 1 1 1
2 7 4 0 1 9 5 0 1
3 10 10 6 3 13 15 10 3
4 13 44 28 11 17 85 60 17
5 16 197 193 52 21 510 505 102
6 19 1228 1140 307 25 4051 3876 811
7 22 7692 7688 1936 29 33,130 33,125 6626
8 25 52,828 52,364 13,207 33 291,925 290,700 58,385
9 28 373,636 373,560 93,496 37 2,661,255 2,661,100 532,251
10 31 2,735,952 2,732,836 683,988 41 25,059,670 25,049,020 5,011,934
11 34 20,506,258 20,506,254 5,127,163 45 241,724,380 241,724,375 48,344,880
12 37 156,922,676 156,899,748 39,230,669 49 2,379,912,355 2,379,812,100 475,982,471
m s 6 m s 7
Ä Ä Ä Äp n K K H n K K Hn n n n n n
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 6 1 1 1 7 1 1 1
2 11 6 0 1 13 7 0 1
3 16 21 15 4 19 28 21 4
4 21 146 110 25 25 231 182 33
5 26 1101 1095 187 31 2100 2093 300
6 31 10,632 10,326 1772 37 23,884 23,394 3412
7 36 107,062 107,056 17,880 43 285,390 285,383 40,770
8 41 1,151,802 1,149,126 191,967 49 3,626,295 3,621,150 518,043
9 46 12,845,442 12,845,166 2,141,232 55 47,813,815 47,813,367 6,830,545
10 51 147,845,706 147,817,170 24,640,989 61 650,367,788 650,302,814 92,909,684
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ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .“p s n y 1 r m y 1 G 1. Then the number K of unlabelled m-ary cactin
“ha¤ing ¤ertex-color distribution n is gi¤en by
m1 prdprdpÄ“K s q f d p y n q 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ý Łn i2 nž / n rdž / ž /ž /n y 1 rdŽ .ip jiis1 j/ii , d
64Ž .
Ž .where the sum is taken o¤er all pairs i, d such that 1 F i F m, d ) 1, d
“ “di¤ides p and all components of n y e .i
Ž .Proof. Using the dissymmetry formula 15 , we have
m
v eiÄ Ä Ä“ “ “K s K y m y 1 K . 65Ž . Ž .Ýn n n
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .The result follows from 46 , 56 , and 59 .
Ä“See Table II for some numerical values of K .n
Ž .THEOREM 23. Let N s n be an m = ‘ matrix of non-negati¤e integersi j
satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 9, with n s Ý n and p si j i j
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .n y 1 r m y 1 G 1. Then the number K of unlabelled m-ary cactiN
TABLE II
Ž .The Number of Unlabelled m-ary Cacti Rooted, Plain, Asymmetric
According to Their Vertex]Color Distribution
“ “e eÄ Ä Ä Ä“ “ “ “ “ “n K K K n K K Kn n n n n n
Ž . Ž .7, 7 226,512 17,424 17,424 1, 3, 3 1 1 0
Ž . Ž .5, 6 5292 536 523 2, 2, 3 3 1 1
Ž . Ž .6, 6, 7 28,224 3138 3135 1, 4, 4 1 1 0
Ž . Ž .4, 4, 5 225 39 36 2, 3, 4 6 2 1
Ž . Ž .5, 6, 8 10,584 1176 1176 3, 3, 3 16 4 4
Ž . Ž .5, 5, 5 1323 189 189 3, 3, 5 20 4 4
Ž . Ž .4, 6, 7 1960 248 242 1, 3, 3, 3 1 1 0
Ž . Ž .5, 6, 6 5488 692 680 2, 2, 3, 3 3 1 1
Ž . Ž .3, 4, 4, 5 50 10 10 2, 3, 4, 4 6 2 1
Ž . Ž .6, 6, 6, 7 21,952 2752 2736 4, 4, 4, 4 125 25 25
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ha¤ing n ¤ertices of color i and degree j, is gi¤en byi j
m 1 nimy2ÄK s p ŁN nž /ž n iis1 i
f d n y 1 rdŽ . n rdŽ .i lq , 66Ž .Ý Ł ž /n rdž / /n y e rdŁ n Ž . ll/ii hl / i li , h , d
Ž .where the sum is taken o¤er all triplets i, h, d such that n / 0, d ) 1, andih
d di¤ides h, p, and all entries of the matrix N y E .ih
Ž .Proof. The dissymmetry formula 19 gives
m
v eiÄ Ä ÄK s K y m y 1 K . 67Ž . Ž .ÝN N N
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .The result follows from 49 , 56 , and 60 .
ÄSee Table III for some numerical values of K .N
4.5. Unlabelled m-Ary Cacti According to their Automorphisms
We first consider asymmetric m-ary cacti, that is, cacti whose automor-
phism group is reduced to the identity. Let K denote the species of
asymmetric m-ary cacti. We have already observed that the species Ke of
TABLE III
Ž .The Number of Unlabelled m-ary Cacti Rooted, Plain, Asymmetric
According to Their Vertex]Degree Distributions
v eiÄ Ä Äm N K , i s 1, . . . , m K K KN N N N
5 2 7Ž . Ž .2 1 3 , 2 8, 7 14 1 1
2 2 1 2 4Ž . Ž .2 1 2 4 , 1 2 76, 90 150 16 14
3 3 3 3 6 1Ž . Ž .3 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 3 600, 600, 702 900 102 99
2 1 2 1 2 1Ž . Ž .3 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 12, 12, 12 16 4 4
4 4Ž . Ž .3 4, 1 , 1 1, 1, 1 1 1 0
2 2 4Ž . Ž .3 2 , 1 2, 1 1, 2, 2 2 1 0
2 4Ž . Ž .3 1 ? 3, 1 2, 1 2, 3, 4 4 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 1Ž . Ž .3 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 54, 54, 69 81 15 12
3 1 1 3 3 7 1Ž . Ž .3 1 2 4 , 1 2 , 1 2 600, 720, 960 1080 120 120
3 2 3 2 3 2Ž . Ž .3 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 280, 280, 280 392 56 56
2 2 4 2 6 1Ž . Ž .3 1 3 , 1 2 , 1 2 120, 180, 212 240 32 28
4 4 2 6 1Ž . Ž .3 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 20, 30, 36 40 6 4
4 1 4 2 4 2Ž . Ž .3 1 4 , 1 2 , 1 2 252, 300, 300 400 52 48
2 3 4 2 4 2Ž . Ž .3 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 504, 600, 600 800 104 96
4 2 4 2 4 2 6 1Ž . Ž .4 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 6000, 6000, 6000, 7008 8000 1008 992
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e erooted m-ary cacti is asymmetric, i.e., that K s K . The dissymmetry
Ž . Ž .formulas 29 and 8 , yields, in the one-sort case,
v eK s K y m y 1 K , 68Ž . Ž .
and in the m-sort case,
m
v eiK s K y m y 1 K . 69Ž . Ž .Ý
is1
v vi iÃŽ Ž .. Ž .Since K s X 1 q C A , the enumeration of unlabelled K -structuresi
uses the asymmetry index series G of the species C of circular permuta-C
tions, instead of the cycle index series Z for the enumeration of unla-C
Ž w x.belled cacti see 15, 1 , where
m d 1Ž .
G x , x , . . . s log , 70Ž . Ž .ÝC 1 2 d 1 y xddG1
compared to the cycle index series
f d 1Ž .
Z x , x , . . . s log , 71Ž . Ž .ÝC 1 2 d 1 y xddG1
where m is the Mobius function. It follows that the enumeration formulasÈ
for asymmetric m-ary cacti will be very similar to those of unlabelled cacti.
In fact it suffices to replace f by m in the formulas of the previous section.
ŽHence we have the following theorem. See Tables I]III for sample
.values.
THEOREM 24. Assume that the coherence conditions of Lemmas 7, 8,
and 9 are satisfied, with p G 1. Then the corresponding enumerati¤e formulas
Ž .for unlabelled asymmetric m-ary cacti are as follows:
1 1 mp mdK s q m prd , 72Ž . Ž .Ýn ž /ž /p dp n 0<d p
d-p
m1 prdprdp
“K s q m d p y n q 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ý Łn i2 nž / n rdž / ž /ž /n y 1 rdŽ .ip jiis1 j/ii , d
73Ž .
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m 1 m d n y 1 rdŽ . n rdŽ .n i limy2K s p q ,Ł Ý ŁN nž / ž /n rdž /ž /n y e rdn Ł n Ž .i lis1 l/ii hi l / i li , h , d
74Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the summation ranges of 73 and 74 are the same as for 64 and
Ž .66 .
We now consider m-ary cacti admitting at least one nontrivial automor-
phism. Since automorphisms are required to preserve colors, the only
possibilities are rotations around a central vertex. See Fig. 8. Observe that
the order of such an automorphism must divide the number p of polygons.
Let s G 2 be an integer. Let K , and K , denote the species of m-aryss G s
Ž .cacti whose automorphism groups necessarily cyclic are of order s, and a
w xmultiple of s, respectively. Then, following the notations of 16 , Section 3,
we have
m
ÃK s X C A , 75Ž .Ž .Ýss i ss i
is1
m
ÃK s X C A . 76Ž .Ž .ÝG s i G s i
is1
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .We can determine the unlabelled generating series K x and K xG s ss
Ž . Ž . w x w xby formulas 3.2 and 3.3 of 16 , essentially due to Stockmeyer. See 1 ,
w xExercise 4.4.16, and 21 . Extracting coefficients in these series is similar to
the computations of Section 4.3. We find the following.
THEOREM 25. Let s G 2 be an integer and assume that the coherence
conditions of Lemmas 7, 8, and 9 are satisfied, with p a multiple of s. The
FIG. 8. A ternary cactus with a symmetry of order 3.
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Ž .corresponding enumerati¤e formulas for unlabelled m-ary cacti whose auto-
morphism groups are of order s, and a multiple of s, respecti¤ely, are as
follows:
s pmrsdÄK s m d 77Ž . Ž .Ýss , n ž /prsdp p
<d
s
and
s pmrsdÄK s f d , 78Ž . Ž .ÝG s , n ž /prsdp p
<d
s
m s p y n q 1 prdŽ . prdiÄ “K s m drs , 79Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łss , n 2 n rdž / ž /n y 1 rdŽ .p ji j/iis1 d
and
m s p y n q 1 prdŽ . prdiÄ “K s f drs , 80Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ŁG s , n 2 n rdž / ž /n y 1 rdŽ .p ji j/iis1 d
<the second summations being taken o¤er all integers d such that s d and d
“ “di¤ides p and all components of n y e ,i
m my 2 n rdp n y 1 rdŽ . jiÄK s m drs 81Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łss , N n rdž / ž /n y e rdŁ n Ž . jj/ii hj/ i jis1 h , d
and
m my 2 n rdp s n y 1 rdŽ . j1ÄK s f drs , 82Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ŁG s , N n rdž / ž /n y e rdŁ n Ž . jj/ii hj/ i jis1 h , d
the second summations being taken o¤er all pairs of integers h, d G 1 such
<that n / 0, s d, and d di¤ides h and all entries in N y E .ih ih
5. RELATED ENUMERATIVE RESULTS
5.1. Plane m-Gonal Cacti
ŽLet H denote the one-sort species of plane m-gonal cacti not m-col-
. vored . The case of an isolated vertex is included. If H and A denote the
species of pointed and of planted plane m-gonal cacti, respectively, then A
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coincides with the species introduced in Section 2.3, characterized by the
Ž my 1. vfunctional equation A s XL A , and H is isomorphic to the species
K v i, for any i, that is, satisfies
H v s X 1 q C A my 1 . 83Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . e Ž .See 26 and 28 . However, the species H of rooted at a polygon plane
m-gonal cacti is no longer asymmetric. In fact, we have
H e s C A , 84Ž . Ž .m
where C denotes the species of circular permutations of length m.m
Another important difference resides in the form of the dissymmetry
Ž .theorem which is more closely related to that of free nonplane m-gonal
Ž w x w x Ž . .cacti. Indeed, we have see 10 and 1 , 4.2.16 and Fig. 4.2.5
H v q H e s H q A ? A my 1 85Ž .
from which we deduce, since A m s A y X, that
H s H q H e y A q X
s X 1 q C A my 1 q C A y A q X . 86Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . m
Ž .THEOREM 26. Let p be a positi¤e integer and set n s p m y 1 q 1. Then
Äthe numbers H and H of labelled and unlabelled m-gonal cacti, respecti¤ely,n n
Ž .ha¤ing n ¤ertices and p polygons are gi¤en by
n y 1 !Ž . mp
H s 87Ž .n ž /pmp
and
ÄH s a q b y g , 88Ž .n n n n
where
1 p dmvÄa s H s f , 89Ž .Ýn n ž / ž /dmp d<d p
1 pmrd
eÄb s H s f d , 90Ž . Ž .Ýn N ž /p y 1 rdŽ .mp < Ž .d m , py1
and
1 mpÄg s A s . 91Ž .n n ž /pn
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w xIn the case where m s 2, we recover formulas of Walkup 23 for the
Žw x Ž . Ž ..number of plane trees. See also Labelle and Leroux 16 , 1.18 ] 1.21 . It
is also possible to derive similar formulas for the number of m-gonal plane
w x Ž . Ž .cacti according to the vertex-degree distribution. See 16 , 1.23 ] 1.26
where the computations have been carried out in the case m s 2. Table I
Ä Ž .contains numerical values of H , for n s m y 1 p q 1, and m s 2, . . . , 7.n
Ž .5.2. Free Labelled m-Ary Cacti
A free m-ary cactus can be informally defined as an m-ary cactus
without the plane embedding. In other words, the m-gons attached to a
vertex are free to take any position with respect to each other. Denoting by
F the species of free m-ary cacti, we have the functional equations
F e s A A ??? A 92Ž .1 2 m
and, for i s 1, 2, . . . , m,
ÃA s X E A , 93Ž .Ž .i i i
where E denotes the species of sets, for which
y1x ÄE x s e , E x s 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž .
and
xi
Z x , x , . . . s exp . 94Ž . Ž .ÝE 1 2 ž /iiG1
The computations of Section 4.1 for labelled m-ary cacti according to
vertex-color distribution can be easily adapted to free m-ary cacti. In
particular, we find the following result.
“ Ž .PROPOSITION 27. Let n s n , . . . , n be a ¤ector of positi¤e integers1 m
Ž . Ž .satisfying the coherence conditions of Lemma 8 with p s n y 1 r m y 1
“Ž .G 1. Then the number F n of labelled free m-ary cacti ha¤ing ¤ertex-color
“distribution n is gi¤en by
m pynin y 1 !nŽ .i i“ my 2F n s p . 95Ž . Ž .Ł p y n !Ž .is1 i
w x n2y1 n1y1This extends Scoins 19 formula n n for the number of labelled1 2
Ž .bicolored free trees with vertex-color distribution n , n to general m G 2.1 2
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FIG. 9. A rooted ternary constellation.
5.3. Constellations
Another combinatorial object closely related to m-ary cacti is an m-ary
constellation which is defined in a similar way as an m-ary cactus except
that cycles of polygons are now allowed. Figure 9 shows a typical ternary
constellation which is rooted, that is, has a distinguished polygon. Bous-
Äew x Ž .quet-Melou and Schaeffer 4 have found that the number C p ofÂ
unlabelled rooted m-ary constellations having p polygons is given by
m q 1 m py1Ž . mpeÄC p s . 96Ž . Ž .ž /pm y 1 p q 2 m y 1 p q 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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“ Ž .Note added in proof. For the vertex color distribution n s m, m, . . . , m , numerical
Ä my 2Ž .“computations show that the number K of unlabelled m-ary cacti is m q 1 . The onlyn
Ž my 1 my1 my1 .vertex degree distribution in this case is 1 2, 1 2, . . . , 1 2 . In terms of topological
classification of polynomials, this corresponds to the generic case of a polynomial of degree
m q 1 whose derivative has m distinct roots. The formula is easily established since there is
Ž .an obvious bijection between these m-ary cacti and free trees with m labelled edges, whose
Ž .my 2number is m q 1 ; indeed, pointing an arbitrary vertex leads to a tree with m q 1
Ž .my 1labelled vertices and Cayley's formula m q 1 can be invoked. This fact is also men-
tioned in V. I. Arnold's ``Topological Classification of Trigonometric Polynomials and
Combinatorics of Graphs under an Equal Number of Vertices and Edges,'' Funct. Anal.
Ž .Appl. 30 1996 , 1]14.
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